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The meeting waq c:alled to order at 3.10 p.m. 

GENERAL DEBATE (continued) 

l. Mr. KJ\NTE (Guinea) said that the distinctive features of contemporary 
international economic relations were inequality, injustice, insecurity and 
the widening gap between the poor countries and the rich. The developed 
countries were trying to solve their o>vn difficulties at the expense of the 
weakest, thus causing a continuous weakening in the relative strength of the 
developing countries, intensified exporting of inflation from the North to 
the South, and a rise in the developing countries' external debt, which obliged 
them increasingly to direct their economies towards exports. All of that was 
compounded by the presence of transnational corporations, which invariably 
enjoyed the complicity, tacit or otherwise, of one of the blocs. 

2. The deadlock in the North-South dialogue and the UNCTAD debates and the 
meagre results attained in the renegotiation of the Lome Convention should 
convince developing countries that they would have to rely primarily on their 
own strength and come to agreement on a new development strategy. That 
strategy should take the form, at the national level, of the appropriation 
for the people of the main economic levers in each country, the creation of 
an independent national currency, the nationalization of land in order to 
make modern agriculture possible, the establishment of a dynamic industrial 
structure compatible with a physical planning policy, and the involvement of 
youth and women in the development struggle. 

3. The new international economic order should also lead to the establishment 
of subregional and regional organizations conducive to the integration of the 
economic structures of States and co-operation in various spheres. In that 
connexion the Latin American Economic System (SELA) and the Economic Community 
of Hest African States were a source of satisfaction. Such institutions 
needed the support of raw materials producers' associations, such as the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and the International Bauxite 
Producers' Association. 

4. Only when those conditions were met could the developing countries 
participate as equals in international negotiation forums. Therefore, despite 
the alarming situation, the international community still had high hopes for 
the coming special session of the General Assembly and the Third General 
Conference of UNIDO. Hith regard to the new international development 
strategy, his delegation, as a representative of the African continent among 
the officers of the Preparatory Committee, could report that Africa -vmuld 
continue to work for the adoption of special measures for the poorest 
regions, in addition to the general measures aimed at lessening the differences 
between developing and developed countries. 

5. His delegation attached great importance to the problem of the 
environment and would therefore welcome with great interest the draft 
convention on conservation of nature to be submitted by Zaire. With regard 
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to the measures planned by the United Nations for the Sudano-Sahelian region, 
his delegation would give particular attention to any plan of action aimed at 
ensuring rational management and exploitation of water resources, land, 
ve~etation, grazing land and forests. His delegation was also very much 
interested in the study prepared by the group of specialists in international 
financing concerning additional measures and means of financing the Plan of 
Action to Combat Desertification. In view of the fact that his country served 
as the 1vater reservoir for Hest Africa, drought control in the Sahel region 
should begin with the redevelopment of the Fouta-Djalon basin in Guinea, a 
subject on which a resolution had been adopted at the sixteenth summit 
conference of the Organization of African Unity. His delegation welcomed with 
great satisfaction the establishment of the Common Fund for commodities and the 
adoption of the Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences. 

6. Mr. CHIRILA (Romania) said that the world economic situation continued to 
worsen, owing to the inability of the international economic system to deal 
with the requirements of development. Development and disarmament were the 
two great problems facing m~nkind; it was impossible to ignore the . 
under-develop1-:.ent afflicting the great majority of the population of the v.-orld 
or the growing adverse effects of phenomena caused by the economic and financial 
crisis and the crisis in raw materials and energy. The situation called for 
new approaches to bring about, with the political will of all States, the 
restructuring of the existing international division of labour. 

7. However, as had been seen at the fifth session of UNCTAD, negotiations had 
broken down, mainly owing to the stubborn insistence on the part of some States 
on maintaining their privileges, even at the cost of aggravating inequality 
and tension, increasing inflation and protectionism and exacerbating the 
economic and financial difficulties of developing countries by trying to make 
them shoulder the consequences of the crisis instead of seeking comprehensive 
and stable solutions. 

8. All of the most pressing problems 1-rere to be studied within the framework 
of international dialogue. That was especially the case with the problem of 
energy, the solving of which required co-operation in the production and 
rational consumption of available resources and in the search for new resources 
and the establishment of an equitable relationship between the prices of fuel 
and raw materials and those of manufactured goods. In order to eliminate 
under-developrr,ent and relations based on tte economic dependence created by the 
historical evolution of the market economy, developing countries would have to 
redouble their efforts to achieve economic and social emancipation, developed 
countries would have to provide them with more assistance, and new economic 
relations based on the concept of a more just new international economic order 
to which all Member States of the United Nations had agreed, would have to be 
fostered on a vorld scale. 

9. His country, which had adopted those guidelines for its foreign policy, 
attached great importance to meticulous preparations for the special session 
of the General Assembly on the establishment of the new international economic 
order. It should be remembered that that session would not be successful unless 
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States showed the necessary political will to assume their responsibilities and 
reach agreement on practical measures to promote economic and social progress 
and eliminate inequality. 

10. In view of the fact that at the thirty-third session the General Assembly 
had reached complete agreement on certain substantive matters, the difficulties 
that had arisen in preparing the new international development strategy were 
especially disturbing, since they showed that some countries had abandoned 
concepts and objectives agreed upon earlier and w·ere not prepared to 
negotiate on practical measures. Without such measures it would not be possible 
to make substantial practical progress in the coming decade. It was to be 
hopeJ that the preparation of the strategy would be brought to a successful 
conclusion; as his country's President had stated, it should contain a set of 
long-term objectives extending up to the year 2000. His delegation felt that 
all States should accept the proposal of the Group of 77 on the organization 
of global negotiations, which were expected to play a considerable role in the 
implementation of the provisions of the forthcoming international development 
strategy and in making progress towards the new international economic order. 

11. Outstanding among the international meetings held to study specific 
aspects of economic co-operation had been the United Nations Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development, the convening of which had been 
repeatedly advocated by his delegation; it had led to the recognition of the 
role which science and technology could play in development. The guidelines 
agreed on at the Conference should be translated quickly into specific measures, 
so as to give all States easier access to the benefits of science and technology 
and to reduce the tremendous inequality still existing in those spheres. 
Specifically, the work of the intergovernmental committee should get under way, 
the system of financing should be established and the resources available to 
the Secretariat should be strengthened. 

12. His delegation called upon all States to shoulder the responsibilities 
stemming from the urgency of problems of under-development and the seriousness 
of the current world economic situation. That was the only way ot' making 
substantial progress for the benefit of all at the current session. 

13. Mr. OLZVOY (Mongolia), speaking of the outcome of the Decade which was 
drawing to a close, referred to the progress made by national liberation 
movements and the efforts of States to achieve economic independence; he 
stressed the importance of detente in international relations, -vrhich had 
provided wide scope for co-operation. As matters stood, the most important 
problem was to eliminate the danger of a nuclear war and to stop the arms 
race. His delegation therefore welcomed the results of the 
First Secretary Brezhnev's meeting with President Carter in Vienna and 
supported the signing of the strategic arms limitation agreements. 

14. Nevertheless, there were still forces, such as one major hegemonistic 
Power in Asia, which were opposed to detente. That Power had done great 
damage to VietNam, Kampuchea and the Lao People's Democratic Republic, among 
other countries, in violation of the principle of the Charter of Economic Rights 
and Duties of States that all hegemonism must be eliminated. It was to be hoped 
that at the current session, the General Assembly would reaffirm its position on 
the inadmissibility of hegemonism in international relations. / .•. 
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15. The cani talist 1wrld uas undercr,oing a crisis characterized by recession, 
unemployment and inflation, I>Ihich it uas tryine; to trans fer to the developing 
countries. Five years after the adoption of the Declaration and Programme of 
Action on the Establishment of a ~Tevr International Economic Order, the 
imperialist Povrers vrere continuing to oppose the implementation of the 
proc;ressive principles contained in those documents. As vas stated in the 
economic documents approved by the Conference of Heads of State or Government 
of Non~Aligned Countries held at Havana, the existinr; international system, 
I>Ihich uas in contradiction vri th the true interests of the developinc; countries, 
could in no uay contribute to eliminating the evils of imperialism, colonialism, 
neo~~colonialism, racism and _?,partheid, 

16. In that context, the struggle ac:ainst transnational corporations, the 
instruments of neo-colonialism vhich vere makin,a, enormous profits by plunderin£S 
the developing countries, intervening in their internal affairs and infringing 
their sovereir;nty, vas of particular irrmortance. Nevertheless, \·!estern 
countries vere defending the corporations' interests and impeding the 
preparation of a code to regulate their activities. At the fifth session of 
UNC'l'AD, the fact that the interests of the Hestern countries and those of the 
overvrhelminc1: majority of the develoPing countries w~re diametrically opposed 
had emerr;ed clearly. The transformation of international economic relations 
vrould be achieved only throucsh the anti-imDerialist a.nd anti-monopolist stru,cmle. 

17. At the special session to be held in 19tl0, the General Assembly should 
propose new practical measures to implement the Declaration and Progrrumne of 
Action on the Establishment of a Nevr International Economic Order and the 
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States; those docQments vould also 
have to be borne in mind in the c;lobal negotiations vhich had been proposed. 
It vas important to stress the anti-mononolistic tone of those documents so 
as to avoid lcsine; ground in the struggle for the establishment of a ne1>J 
international economic order. The nev development strategy vrould have to 
emphasize the elimination of colonialism, neo.-colonialism, racism and apartheid, 
and measures to reduce international tension and halt the arms race. At the 
same time, provision should be made for sic:nificant reforms in the social and 
economic fields, such as the introduction of plannine; at the national level, 
the strengthening of the public sector and the orc;anization of comprehensive 
systems for the trainine; of human resources. 

18. 'The Council for 7;1utual Economic Assistance, durinr the 30 years of its 
existence, had displayed great dynamism as a driving force of development. 
Its member countries currently exhibited high levels of economic and social 
development. Furthermore, for the first time relations had been established 
vrhich vere based on socialist internationalism, full equality, mutual benefit 
and active solidarity and vrere totally free frorn any element of comy::etition 
or exploitation. CNEA 1ms also vorldng actively to overcome the dis pari ties 
in the levels of development of its member countries and vras promoting the 
groHth of the least developed amon,o; them. through the implementation of the 
principles of socio-economic integration> the maximum mobilization and 
effective utilization of national resources, and the international division of 
labour, C~{CA likevrise attached special importance to its relations I•Ti th the 
countries "I>Ihich had recently become independent. 
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19. The member countries of CMEA were co-operating at the bilateral and 
multilateral levels in promoting development. In that context, mention should 
be made of the construction of industrial and other plants, energy production 
and the provision of long-term loans on favourable terms. The establishment 
in ll!ongolia of a joint organization with the USSR for the development and 
industrialization of copper could be mentioned as an example of that fruitful 
co-operation. 

20. Mongolia was one of the least industrialized member countries of CMEA 
and it was receiving considerable technical, material and financial assistance. 
As a result, its industry had grmm considerably in recent years, and the 
industry, construction and transport sector currently accounted for over 
40 per cent of the national product. Significant material and cultural 
progress had also been made by the population. During the previous 10 years 
the resources devoted to social security had doubled, the income of the 
working people had risen 1.7 times and pensions had increased 2.6 times. 
One in t1vo of the population was receiving some type of education and one in 
six vrorkers had had higher education or specialized education at the secondary 
level. 

21. \·lith regard to aspects of the function of the public sector ~>rhich merited 
more detailed study, his delegation considered that special attention should be 
paid to those aspects in which its progressive role was prominent, namely, the 
mobilization of resources, social justice, the increase in the well-being 
of the population and sovereignty over natural resources. It should be 
noted that the Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned 
Countries in Havana had stressed the role of the public sector in promoting 
the economic development of the developing countries. 

22. Mr. DAVENPORT (Ireland) said that, despite its unquestionable usefulness, 
the habitual practice of dividing countries into two categories, developed 
and developing countries, had its limitations, since the dividing line was 
not always obvious. Ireland, for example, was classified as a developed 
country, although its per capita gross national product was lower than that of 
a number of developing countries. That division meant that not only the 
problems but also the commitments required to solve them were expressed in 
general terms ivhich did not always capture the full picture of reality and 
sometimes blurred the complexity of actual situations. 

23. Ireland was neither a wealthy nor a poor country. It had never been a 
colonial Power and it had shared many of the political and economic problems 
of the developing countries. Ireland had sought to build up and diversify 
its economy~. it had availed itself of a considerable volume of foreign 
investment and had also relied on external markets to absorb the products of 
its industry, As a result, Ireland currently ranl~ed among the 30 most wealthy 
countries in the world, but serious problems such as inflation and unemployment 
continued to exist and had been accentuated because of the adverse 1,;orld 
economic situation during recent years. 

24. Nevertheless, Ireland's growing prosperity and its awareness that its 
difficulties were not of the same magnitude or nature as those of the developing 
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countries had led his Government to create a development co~operation policy 
aimed at assistinG the developing countries. Ireland regarded the poverty, 
hunger, disease and perennial under--development vhich afflicted most develonin,a 
countries as an affront to the international community and therefore sou~ht 
to increase substantially its official development assistance·, in 1979, its 
basic allocation for official develonment assistance had been increased by 
approximately 38 per cent. 

25. Nevertheless, assistance in itself was not enough, and what was needed 
was the promotion of c;lobal growth through the effective management of the 
>vorld economy in which all countries shared a joint responsibility. That 
should be the basis for the restructuring of international economic relations 
and the establishment of a new and more just international economic order. 
It was also the basic purpose of the North-South dialogue, and a purpose which 
his Government fully supported. In that connexion, his Government was prepared 
to respond positively to the proposal of the Group of 77 regarding the launching 
of a new round of global negotiations, on the assumption that agreement could 
be reached on satisfactory conditions which would ensure the effectiveness of 
a new phase of the North-South dialogue. 

26. Although the establishment of the new international economic order was a 
process which could only be achieved with time, he considered that progress 
towards its realization had not so far been sufficiently rapid. \fuat might 
be construed as an absence of political will on the part of the developed 
countries arose more from their excessive preoccupation with the difficulties 
of the undertakinc; or lack of confidence in their own capacity to effect change. 
It might also stem from their feeling that the apparently simple cause-and-effect 
relations sometimes formulated in resolutions might not be quite so straightforward 
in reality. Nevertheless, although the problems of ,c;lobal development were 
highly complex, that did not in any way relieve either developed or developing 
countries of their duty to find solutions to them. 

27. The present vrorld economic order was partly the result of random factors 
such as geographical location, chance discoveries and technical innovations, 
which had given some countries advantages over others. Subsequently, however, 
those advantages had been consolidated, frequently as the result of conscious 
policies, and that had given rise to the present order, with its unequal 
distribution of income and resources, which favoured the developed countries. 
Any attempt to tackle the problems afflicting developing countries must be 
directed towards removing that bias. That involved promotinc; the productive 
capacities of developing countries in both the agricultural and the industrial 
sectors, which in turn implied increased transfers of resources and technology 
to developing countries and a greater liberalization of trade by the developed 
countries. In addition, measures to achieve those objectives must be accompanied 
by c;reater participation of developinc; countries in the formulation and 
implementation of decisions affectine; the vrorld economy. 

28. Progress had been achieved in all those areas during recent years. These 
had been, for example, the adoption of the Declaration and the Programme of 
Action on the Establishment of a ]\Tew· International Economic Clrder" the setting 
up of the International Fund for Ae;ricultural Development (IFAD), the adoption 
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of the Lima DeclRration and Plan of Action, the establishment of the Common Fund, 
the latest round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) and, more recently, 
the conclusion of the Conference on Science and Technology for Development. In 
1975, the European Economic Co~~unity (EEC) had concluded the Lome Convention with 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries. That Convention 1-ras due to be replaced 
by a ne"I·T one which 1vould consolidate the terms of the original Convention and also 
include some new elements. All those achievements constituted a sound beginning, 
but the bull\: of the work remained to be done. 

29. Ireland had at all times fully accepted its responsibilities in the field of 
international economic co~operation. As a member of EEC, it had supported measures 
designed to further liberalize international trade and had given its full support 
to the Co1nmunity 1 s development co-operation and Rssistance policies. It had also 
sought to increase its bilateral development co~operation progrannne, and its 
intention was to continue to do so. As a small nation which had only recently 
attained the status of a developed country, Ireland placed at the disposal of 
developing countries its experience in agriculture, the promotion of industry, 
the setting un of State marketing bodies, and so on. Such experience could be of 
immense practical benefit to developing countries, especially the smaller and 
least developed amongst them, to which the greater part of Ireland's bilateral 
co-operation 1-ras extended. 

30. In any nee;otiations aimed at finding solutions to the problems of developinr; 
countries, it should be borne in mind that the group of developed countries was 
not a monolith. The international community should maintain such flexibility as 
to allow each country to make its most effective contribution. Ireland fully 
accepted that the achievement of rapid progress in the North-South dialogue was 
the most essential taslc facing the international community today. It was a task 
to ~Vhich all countries must bring a sense of commitment, whether in the context 
of preparing the new International Development Strategy or in the launching of 
a ne1: round of global negotiations. Group contributions would constitute a 
fundamental element of that process, but success would ultimately rest on the 
contributions of individual nations. 

31. Mr. NAHDOE (Suriname) said the Director-General f'or Development and 
International Econornic Co~operation had pointed out that the call for structural 
changes to end the dependence of developing countries on the economic interests 
of the industrialized world had not been met. The idea of structural changes 
1-ras to promote the accelerated development of developing countries on the basis 
of collective self-reliance. According to the Committee for Development Planning, 
self-reliance 1-ras characterized as a state in -vrhich a country had achieved a high, 
if not an absolute degree of autonomy in decisions affecting its political, 
social, economic and cultural life. The achievement of that goal would entail an 
effective bargaining power, particularly in economic matters. 

32. However, present reality showed that some developing countries were still 
dependent on a few export commodities and on certain markets. Hays must be found 
to encourage those countries in their striving for genuine self-reliance, both 
incli vidual and collective. In that respect, his delegation ~Velcomed the 
establishment of multilateral institutions, such as the Latin American Economic 
System (SELA) and the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN), aimed at 
promoting a system of consultation and co~operation to adopt common positions and 
strategies in the economic and social fields. I .. . 
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33. 11ls delec;ation recor=nized the T!roblcJ11s, such as hic;h unemnlo~rnent and 
inflation, \·Thich the industrialized countries uere facinc, but on t11e other ~tancl 

the terms of trade of the developin~ countries, and in particular the 
non-oil·-:nroducin:::; developinc; countries, vere ranicly deterioratinr;. Their current 
account deficits uere increasinc, and their ex1Jort :ootent ial uas 
::_;rotectionism. 'I'he industrialized countries must curlJ nrotectionism and ease 
nari~et access for imnorts from develoninr: countric';. In the lon("; term, the 
industrinlized countries stood to ,c;ain frm,t cheaT) imr:orts Bnd the ra1Jid exnansion 
of major tnarkets for their ex:norts. 

34. .f\xwtl1er irn}Jortant is sue 11as the expected ra;~ic' urlJ[ln e;rovth in many 
developing countries, as a result of natural r:;rmrth of the ponulation ancc the 
industrialization nroc ess. It 1ras therefore of vital ir,nortance thc.t nlans s 1ould 
be desic:ned hy the ap,;rorJriate bodies to tackle relatec "Jro'hler's sucl1 rs 
allocation of urban land, transport, shelter, vater, severa~~e ::me~ othPr services. 

35. '.!hile most developinr:: countries vrere not major users of enerc:y for 
industrial 0urposes, the imnact on them of the incre2se in energ~; cm;ts had been 
disproportionately high and thc financial stability of some of those countries 
vas thrcateneu. There uere, hmrever, tuo ne'.I develo:;=!11ents uhicl1 C01 lld lead to 
a breRl:-.·t'hrouc;h in the existiLfZ staleL:ate. The first vas the 1::ronosal made by th.e 
Group of 77 for the launchll113, uithin th.e lTnited Uations, of a round of f\lobal 
nec;otiations on international co~operation, uhicl1 vould incluC_e t~l.e issue of 
energy. The second 1ras the pro:nosal by the President of llexico for the ado:ntion 
of a world enerBy plan. IIis delegation honed that the uorkin~ groun pronosed 
by President L6.rez Portillo uould be established 2~S soon as pass ible in order to 
start the nec;otiations ained at the adoption of the \Wrld enerrs 1Jlan. It r1ust 
be stressed, hrnrever, that the co-operation of all interested narties was 
essential, and such co--operation l1ad not been forthcominc; in the nast, 

36. Hith ree;ard to the r.ew International DevelO}'lment Strate("y, there seemerl to 
be substantial ac;reement on many r;eneral princinles but t~1ere \Iaoo no unaniE1init-r 
on all aspects Rnd elements of a stratec;v. In tlmt resnect, h.is deler:ation 
considered that the StrateGy for t11e 1980s should not ·be limcted to merel•r 
formulatinr: broad c;oals and obi ectives, but should also identify concrete rr"eans 
for implement at ion. 

37. IIis Government annealed to all .'em1Jer ;"':tetes to r;ive very special attention 
to the recent resolution of the Econoo-ic =:o!:-:missjon for Latin J\me:rica urr:in~~ 
Govern,uents, international financiel organizations and. the United Tacions em 
to lend financial and technical assistance to help 'Ticaracua in its 
rehabilitation, recon,struction and development. 

38. At .nresent, the c;eneral problc.JJS of develomnent formed a centnll nart of 
the comrJlicated issues facinr; the '.Torld COPJnUnity. Iiovever, in the 
over~all issues, it rn.ust be talcen into account that, amonrc the dcveloY·inrr 
countries, there vrere differentiatious in sta(l;es of develo:r:ment ~ c:l.Y'acities of 
production, ravr materials" mineral resources, sl,illcd labour, anCi so on. 

39. 'Ir. ZHAYITE (Syrian Arab Flepublic) said that the ga:r betveen the develoned 
uorld and the clevelolJinr; 1-rorld continued to lJiLen, despite the efforts made by 
the developinQ; countries, paTticularly at the sixth and seventh special sessions 
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of the General Assembly, the Paris Conference, the fifth session of UNCTAD e.nd the 
Conference on Science and Technology for Development, to promote the establishment 
of the ne~-r international economic order. Some advanced industrial countries 
continue to clin0 to the outdated mentality of colonialism and neo-colonialism, a 
mentality devoid of justice and equality" His country fervently hoped the 
United Nations ITOuld find a ~-ray out of those dilemmas and manoeuvres, and called 
on the States that had been liberated from colonialism and neo-colonialism to 
join ranks and promote co-operation among themselves so as to eliminate all 
residues of colonialist occupation and effect a fundamental change in the nresent 
structure of economic relations. 

40. The Syrian Arab RepulJlic -vras seeking to develon its economy, in spite of 
the occupation of part of its territory and the constant threat of the Zionist 
racist regime. The industrial, commercial and tourist installations of the 
Syrian Arab Republic had repeatedly come under the raids of the army of the 
Zionist regime. Since 1948, the coastal railroad line linking Syria and Lebanon 
with Egypt, via Palestine, had heen inoperative, and a vital artery for the 
economies of the Arab countries had thereby been cut off. Furthermore, the 
occupation had blocked the maritime outlets of the coast of Palestine. The 
occupation of the entire territory of Palestine, the purchase of land under 
duress, the expropriation of land and the expulsion of the inhabitants from their 
homes had aggravated the econoEic crisis of the Syrian Arab Republic. That 
country had received hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees, and, in 
addition, some of its citizens living in the Golan region had also become refugees. 
'I'hat tragic situation had aggravated the economic crisis and hampered. development 
programmes for many years. 

41. His delegation reaffirmed its support of the right of the Arab States and 
the peoples "'rhose territories "\vere under occupation to re[',ain full control 
over their natural resources and economic activities and to recover their assets 
and receive full compensation for the exploitation, loss or depletion to uhich 
their resources, natural or othenrise, had been subjected. 

42. He reaffirmed the need for the international community to make an earnest 
effort to overcome the obstacles hindering the development of the developing 
countries. It was essential that the advanced an6 rich countries should alleviate 
the debt burdens of the developing countries and, in that connexion, recognition 
should be given to the measures -vrhich sor;e States had taken to tackle that problem, 
in the interest of the developing countries. Little ti•;1e vras left before the 
1980 special session of the General Assembly. All must co-operate in order to 
resolve the problems connected I·TiJch energy, inflation, the transfer of technology 
and industry. The international community must act before time ran out and must 
devote more thouc;ht and action to helping the United Nations in the successful 
fulfilment of its role in dealing with the problems of the world economy. 

43" Mr. ALAOUI (norocco) said that the situation of the develoning countries "~-laS 
alarming and that their external debts amounted to some $300,000 million. 
Inflation, protectionism, price fluctuation in international trade and unemployment 
were phenomena which mankind had not managed to control and the harshest effects of 
which -vrere felt in the developing countries. The participation of those countries 
in international trade 1ms constantly diminishing. The Straterr,y for the Second 
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Development Decade had proved abortive, and >:wrld economic 1Jroblems vrere becomine

daily more numerous and complex. It had been established that to many countries 

the concept of interdependence >:ras not yet clear. Phile Planv l)elieved th,--,"t it 

meant l<1aintaininc; the IJhilosonhy of the :nost-->:·rar period, in the cases of the 

develoiJinc; countries, interdenendence involved the i,,troduction of' modern, 

dyna;nic anc~ productive values. The non-alic;ned countries 1 initiative in favour 

of embarking on Horld nee;otiations 1rould provide an o:oportunity to nromote 

international economic changes. 

44. .::lec;ional and subregional co-operation, esnecially betueen developino; 

countries, vas an essential factor for the establisl:rrnent of the ne1v international 

econmnic order. For that reason, the African countries had held various meetinr:rs, 

under the auspices of the Organization of African Unity and the Economic Cor:1mission 

for ,'\frica, 1-rith a vievr to formulatinc; a concept of develon111ent that accorded Fith 

the economic and social situation of the continent. EC.A, in r>articular, had begun 

to transform its subregional offices into multinational centres for the nrogrmnminr: 

of subjects suitable for co~operation among the countries of the rec;ion. 

45. Fithin that frameHork, His T1ajesty Kine; IIassan II had sent a letter to the 

current Che,irman of OAU, proposinc that the Sahara should be turned into a 

c;eoc;ranhical zone for co-operation. The Sahara uas a re{';ion vrhere there ,,rere many 

countries uhose economic structures vere perfectly complementary. The knO\·:n 

resources included iron, petroleu.rn, 13as and phosiJhates. The Sahara bordered on 

the Atlantic Ocean, uhich provided the nearest sea route for various land-locked 

countries, including 1·1ali, Niger and Chad. Furthermore, at a tine vhen the 

Sahel ian countries vere suffering drouc;ht and malnutri t:i_on, 11orccco uas offer inc; 

its mariti;ne economic zone for conversion into a zone for joint exploration and 

exploitation. 'rhe zone 1 s considerable fishery resources could S 1>Tiftly solve 
the food problem and 1-rould offer immense possibilities for food nrovision in the 

future. The region's phosphates uo1•ld not only be exportable but could create 

a foundation for the deve:io_r:;ment of the chemicals industrv ::md, at the same ti:"e, 

provide the fertilizers neecled for agriculture in tre region. The Sahara also 

had many energy resources, because of its netroleurn and gc>"s and its solar enern:y 

prospects. Those potential canacities and the existence of iron denosits were 

an encourar~ement for investi,1ent to nromote the industrial development of the 

zone. 

Lf6. llorocco, \Ihich vras thus offerinr: the land-locked States the possibility of 

access to the sea, pronosed that all should unite their efforts so that 

development mi,~;ht replace desertification and desolation and so that 

interdependence betveen the African countries might replace the old systen of 

relations derivinG; from colonization. Such co-operation uould not be li~r;ited 

to the coastal States~ the Saharan zone 1wul_d be a model for co--o'ieration and 

a rneetinr:-point for the Arab-African horizontal diinension and the North-South 

vertical dimension in the financial and technological snheres. Fffective 

utilization of the economic complementarit ies Hould strenp;then the collective 

self-sufficiency of the continent and, consequently, of all the developing 

countries. The joint exploitation of the vrealth of the Sahara could not fail to 

transform the economic relations bebreen the States of the re,o;ion and uould 

contribute to the establishment of the nev international economic order. 
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47. Morocco reaffirmeo its solidarity with the Group of 77 and reiterated that the 
United Nations was the most suitable frame1wrk for world negotiations in which all 
States were representecl on an equal footing. Accordingly, it was extremely 
dissatisfied at the lacl:\. of progress made in the preparations for the strategy for 
the third. development decade and the fact that, when there -vrere only three months 
left before the Third Conference of UJITIDO, the Plenary Committee had not yet 
completed its preparatory -vmrk. In general, multilateral negotiations 1vere embarked 
on in a spirit conducive to nothing but stagnation, since, instead of seeking joint 
solutions to cornmon problems, the deliberations 1vere conducted on the basis of the 
relative positions of strength of developed and developing countries. 

48. The successive failures of international negotiations during the current year 
merely reflected the lack of political vTill and understanding of the develoned 
countries in face of the evolution of the course of history. If those countries 
stuck to their intransirent position. that would present a great hazard to 1wrld 
peace. Morocco therefore called upon the developed countries to ensure that 
understanding, brotherhood and pror;ress triumphed over immobility and short-· 
sightedness. 

49. Mr. ROS (Argentina) said that the -vrorld economic crisis vhich had begun in 
1973-~-1974 had put a brake on the significant and sustained grovth achieved since the 
Second Horld Har and had aroused doubts about the quasi--inevitable character of 
economic and technolo~ical pro~ress. After a brief period of insufficient recovery. 
the situation vas again tak.in~ a turn for the vorse. Price fluctuations and energy 
supply levels lvere accompanied by the partial breakdown of an international monetary 
system based on obsolete parameters, and the vorld 1vas vitnessing the end of an 
economic system· that had enabled the developed countries to achieve Lnprececlented 
continuous grovth based, inter alia., on cheap energy and the use of the dollar as an 
international currency. As the President of Mexico had pointed out, the vorld was 
at a -vratershed between t-vm human epochs, and an orderly, progressive and just 
transition from one to the other must be ensured. 

50. There vas an ever~increasing consensus of opinion that, if a vorld-vide 
recession as serious as that of 1930 vas to be avoided, it vas essential to 
establish a nev international economic order based on a fundamental restructuring 
of international economic relations, which ivould provide for the accelerated growth 
of the developing countries. the reduction of current disparities between developed 
and developing countries, the conservation of non--renewable resources and 
appropriate modification of consumer patterns, particularly those of the developed 
countries. That necessity was being recognized on an increasing scale, even by the 
heads of private enterprise in th" mar>nt ecor:.cmy count:;--irs. At the same tin~e, less 
and less adverse corrnec::.; crr>re Ut'ing heard on the Declaration and the Programne of 
Action on the Establish~ent of a New International Economic Order. ~twas, 
therefore, regrettable, that resistance to its implementation on the part of many 
developed countries did not seem to be diminishing. 

51. Also to be heard were arguments which sought to divert attention from the 
structural changes necessary at the international level and which made improper use 
of the reality of poverty by delving into internal affairs of developing countries 
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and overloolcing the fact that di vPrting attention from the central issue might lead 
to a situation in vhich thP 1vorld economy could not evPn satisfy the basic needs of 
thP developed countries, vherp povprty •:ras not, aftPr all, unknovm at thP present 
time. For those reasons, his dPlegation 1:ould r~mphasize onc"' a[';ain that tlw 
dPvelopine; countriPs had clearly and firmly rF'jected the so-called ;;basic W'Pds 1

' 

stratC>Q:Y. RecPntly, tl1P Pinisters :for T<'oreirrn Affa.irs of the Grcu:o of 77 had apain 
dl"clared that attPmpts by the developPd countries to introduce into the discussions 
on the neu intPrnational economic order such concepts as .:access to su:nnliPs·', 
''differentiationn, "graduation11

, and "selectivity11 not only distorted thP concept 
of co-oppration but sought to drmr attention away from the real problems and to 
distort the national priorities of developint, countries. 

52. Tlw establishment of a ne>r international economic order ;;ras not a response to 
some arbitrary dPsire on the part of thP dPveloping countries to subvert the 
inadPquate existin[O order for ideological reasons. I lost of the components of the 
neu order favoured by the devPlopinr:; countries could not evPn lJe said to involve 
any radical innovations. \/hat thP orinciples of the nevr international pconomic 
order ultimately amounted to uas that evPry State should recognize that it must do 
to otl1Prs as it 1-rould have others do to it. Unlpss that principle vas put into 
practic0 , the apparPnt interdf'pendence of the economies of all countries \Tould not 
be c;f'nuine. If authentic interdependence vras to bP made possible, it uas essential 
to eliminat0 those factors that stood in the vray of genuine equality of opportunity 
amone: nations. 

53. 'I'here vras certainly nothing nev in the principle of the full and permal1ent 
soverPir;nty of States over their national resources and over economic activities 
1-rithin their t0rritories. 'I'he developed countries had aluays applied it for 
themselves ancl had even extended it to t0rri tories under colonial subjection. wr 
Has tl1Pre anything neu in the aspiration of the developing countries to obtain 
remunPrati ve prices for the products thPy exported to markets traditionally 
dominated by adverse economic forces. The industrialized countries had sought and 
obtained the same thing for th"'ir export Q;Oods, chiefly manufactures. 

54. Nor ~eras it an innovation for the developinr; countries to uant their exports 
not to bP subjected to unfair TJrotr?ct ioJlist measures, It Has precisf'ly the 
industrialized countries that had al•.rays maintainecl. the principle of free trade anc1 
argued against protectionism. Yet those uere the countries that prected barriers 
of every kind against the exports of developing countriPs. Eo lonc;er ~-rere they the 
traditional tariff and non-tariff barriers; other forms had appearPd, involvin,co; nPV 
devices, such as refPrencP prices, voluntary restrictions and ;;ordrrlyn or 
"organized" marketinr; ac;reements, appliPd by surprise and 1rith no opportunity for 
equitable negotiations. Suci1 mc>asures 1rere desi,r~ned to create a new de fac:to 
conceptual frame-vrork for defending supposedly ler:itimate interests of tl1P dPvelopPd 
countries. His delegation oncf' ar,ain dr0vr atte:>ntion to the unfairness of 
prot,.,ctionist trends and rf'affirmed its belief tbat tiwy should be replaced by 
industrial redeployment in thr> developed countriPs, vith the full narticipation of 
the developing countries. 
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55. Again, there \vas nothing nevr in asking of the developed countries the same 
freedom tney themselves had always vranted for their capital investments abroad. 
EvPn many marl{:et-economy developing coUll_tries had >relcomed foreign investment 
in their territories because they felt that, vrith proper precautions, it -vras 
beneficial to their economies. Lastly, there was nothing new in claiming that the 
structure and management of the international monetary system should reflect the 
c;rm.:ring importance acquired in rPcent years by thP developing countries. 
Recognition of that importance vmuld be the logical consequence of the kind of 
reciprocity which the industrialized countries had accorded each other. 

56. The structural changes -vrhich the developing countries intended to brine; about 
"lvere aimed at the establishment of rnore just and democratic international relations. 
If the developed countries vThich still opposed democratization did not desist from 
that attitude, and if no agreement -vms reached on orderly and harmonious change, the 
transformations -vrould be violent and destructive and all the symptoms of disorder 
already beginning to shaH uould be intensified. 

57. In order to find solutions that -vrould permit the restructuring of the >Wrld 
economy, agreemPnts betueen the major developed countries 1.:rere not enough, because 
the developing 1vorld had acquirPd an importance and an influence that could no 
longer be disregarded. In that respect, an auspicious climate had prevailed at the 
last session of the Preparatory Committee for the I'Tew International Development 
Stratesy, 1vhose vrork was very closely related to the global negotiations on 
international economic co-operation proposed by the Group of 77. His delegation 
considered that a date should be fixed for the forthcominr:; Special Session of the 
General Assembly, bearing in mind the time needed for the prior drafting and 
negotiation of the Strategy, so that the Strategy could be adopted by the Assembly. 

58. Argentina believed that, as stated in the declaration of the l'Iinisters for 
Foreign Affairs of the Group of 77, the global negotiations should be action
oriented and based on an integrated and simultaneous approach to the main issues 
in the fields of energy, raw materials, trade, development, and monetary and 
financial matters. A very welcome indication of willingness to negotiate had been 
given by the Secreatry of State of the United States \vhen he had said that his 
country -c-muld participate in the Committee of the \<Thole with a vie1.:r to determining 
the most effective vray of holding the proposed negotiations. 

59. Hr. lliLLS (Jamaica) stressed the importance of the current session of the 
General Assembly, vrhich Has being held at the end of a decade in Hhich little 
progress had been achieved in the negotiations on the ne"lv international economic 
order and 1.:rhich uas to be follm.:red in a few months by a special session concerned 
-vri th the state of implementation of that nevr order, when it 1ms expected that the 
International DPvelupment Strategy rwuld be adopted and a ne1v round of global 
negotiations on international economic issues >wuld be inaugurated. 

60. Unfortunately, there vas little cause for optimism. In the past few years, the 
developed countries had for the most part responded negatively to the many 
constructive proposals put forHard by dPveloping countries to eliminate 
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the deficiencies and inequities in the international economic system and in the 
relationships behreen developing and industrialized countries. By using the 
language of the developing countries spokesmen of the developed countries had 
sometimes given the false impression that substantial possibilities of agreement 
existed. However, the outcome of the fith session of Ui'TCTAD and of the recent 
meetinf of the Committee of the Hhole, and the stalemate in the preparation of the 
Strategy, should have dispelled that impression. 

61. The developing countries >·rere avare of the difficult Horld economic situation, 
but they could not accept a further delay in the establishment of just and 
equitable international economic relations, "lvhich in any event would be the only 
Hay to revive the economic system and promote stable grmvth. A number of 
industrialized countries had carried out investic;ations "lrhich showPd that increased 
imports of manfactured goods from developing countries vould have an over-all 
positive effect on the industrialized economiPs, but unfortunately such objective 
conclusions had not affected the position of the developed countries at the 
negotiatinc; table. 

62. 'The results of the Horl\: of the Committee of the Hhole "~Vere not vrhat had been 
expected at the time of its establishment, vhen it had been seen as a more effective 
mechanism for dealing vith the various elemPnts of the negotiations on the nev 
international economic order. Hmrever, lil\:e other ne13otiating forLns, it had 
encountered major obstacles. 

63. His delegation believed that the new round of global negotiations must be 
designed to facilitate a breal\:-through in the 1'1orth-South dialogue. Hmrever, the 
mandate of that new system must be clearly stated and a distinction must be made 
betlvPen its functions and those of othPr mechanisms for discussion and negotiation 
on economic issues. Such practical aspects as the availability of United IJations 
Secretariat services must also be borne in mind. 

6h. His delegation re13retted that progrPss in implementing the proposals for 
restructuring thP economic and social sectors of the United Nations had been so 
slmr, and it lool\:ed forward to recei vine; the Secretary-General 1 s report on the 
matter. A. major element in the restructuring exercise vras the stre&mlining of the 
1-rorl\: of the Economic and Social Council, ~>Those vorkings had powerful repercussions 
throughout the system. 

65. On the question of enera, Jamaica had ahrays considered that the international 
cor0muni ty must find the means of coming t,o grips with the crucial issues surrounding 
that subject, "l·rith due ree;ard for the different interests involved. As the Deputy 
Prime Ilinister and liinister for Foreign Affairs of Jamaica had said in the e;eneral 
debate, failure to achieve a coherent world energy policy would make a mockery of 
all efforts to reduce levels of poverty, hungPr and unemployment. 

66. Finally, his delec:ation urged the Committee to give its full support to 
proposals for assistance to Hicaragua, the Dominican Republic and Dominica -
countries vrhich had suffered severe damage as the result of both natural and mRn~ 
made disasters. 
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67. !r. lCOLEV (Bulgaria) noted the close interrelationship betHeen development and 

restructuring of international economic relations and the strengthening of peace, 

international security and co~operation among nations. Efforts aimed at 

comnlementing detente in the political field \vith detente in the military field, 

halting the arms race and promoting disarmament vrere novr of prime importance. His 

country, together with the other socialist count riPs , vas actively engaged in the 

irrrplementation of the broad programme adopted at the 1978 Heeting of the vJarsavT 

Treaty Organization in l'loscou and further elaborated at tbe recent meeting of 

':inisters for Foreign Affairs in Budapest. 

68. Bulgaria's position on those issues was -vrell known and had been expressed on 

various occasions in the United Nations and other international forums, as well as 

in the joint documents and statements of the socialist countries. In that regard, 

document TD/249, submitted at the fifth session of UNCTAD, merited special mention. 

On 27 April 1979, the First Secretary of the Central Cormnittee of the Bulgarian 

Communist Party and President of the State Council had unequivocally reaffirmed 

Bulgaria's position of support for the striving of the developing countries to 

achieve complete control of their natural resources and to develop their production 

forces and national culture. He had also expressed Bulgaria's support for the 

demands of the developing countries for a restructuring of international economic 

relations on a just and democratic basis. 

69. Bulgaria shared the disappointment of thP developing countriPs at the lack of 

real progress in the establishment of a neH international economic order and 

agreed vrith the assessment made in that regard in the September Declaration of the 

r::inisters for ?oreign Affairs of the Group of 77. There vrere serious grounds for 

the developing countries to be concerned about the continuing deterioration in the 

uorld economic situation resulting from the profound crisis affecting the marl~et .. -

economy countries. That crisis had a harmful impact on the economies of the 

developing countries, many of Hhich remained included in the mechanism of the 

capitalist economy. As a result of that dependence, internal imbalances in their 

economies vrere increasing, production growth rates •:rere declining and hunger, 

poverty and unemployment Here spreading. The situation was aggravated by the 

continuous plunder and exploitation of developing countries by the transnational 

corporations, whose destabilizing impact on the capitalist 1vorld economy had 

become evident. The protectionist measures taken by some Hestern countries vrere the 

source of additional difficulties and complications, especially in the foreign 

economic relations of developing countries. 

10. ais coLmtry Has convinced that those structural problems required economic 

co-operation on an equitable and mutually beneficial basis. In that regard, he 

emphasized the significance of the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the 

Establishment of a IJe-c·r International Economic Order and the Charter of Economic 

Rights and Duties of States. Those instrc;ments should serve as the basis for the 

elaboration of the new International Development Strategy, the preparations for the 

1?80 special session of the General AssPmoly and further United Nations activity 

in the field of international economic relations. 

71. A practical expression of Bulgaria's convictions had been the symposium 

organized in September on energy and fuel conservation and new sources of energy, 
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vhi ch had been attended by representatives of 36 largE' companies fror;l various 
countries. Bulgaria had also ore;aniz>:'d, jointly ui th UlTIDO, a very· successful 
international seminar on th-2 problPms of co~operation in industrial production 
betv1een socialist and developine; countries. 

72. In its three decades of existence the Council for !~utual I::conomic Assistance 
had contributed to the establishment of a ne1r type of international relations based 
on equality of rights, mutual assistance, a planned economy and unity of the 
individual and collective interests of its members. Bulgaria, \-Thich had started its 
economic development after the Second Horld Har, had attained the standard of the 
countries vith modern ae;riculture and rapidly advancing industry as a result of the 
mobilization of all domestic resources and the fraternal co-operation of the Soviet 
Union and the other socialist countriPs '.-rithin the frameuork of CJTCA. 

73. Bachinery, electronics and engineering services now accounted for nearly 50 
per cent of Bulgaria 1 s exports. Uher>:'as 25 years earlier his country had not -been 
producing any machines at all, in 1978 machinery exports had exceed 'd. 5 billion. 
Bulgaria 1 s foreign trade 1ras enjoying stable and accelerated groHth rates mJing to 
the dynamic development of its economy as a vrhole. Dugaria ranked nineteenth amone; 
the 30 countries I·Thich accou..1ted for 90 per cent of world tradf", and a substantial 
part of its national income came from foreign trade. For that reason, his country 
attached great importance to the develor:ment and stren~thening of its Pconomic 
relations with all countries, irresnectivP of their ecoDomic and social system and 
der;ree of development. 

7Lf. The Goverr.ment of Bulcaria made consistent efforts to create a mutually 
beneficial basis for co-operation vith the developin['; countries. Bulgaria's trade 
vith those countries had continuf'd to r;rmr, being at present the P10st dynamic sector 
of its foreign trade, and the import of manufactures constituted a substantial part 
of it. In accordance 1rith the recomm"'ndations of UIJCTAD, Bulgaria had extended 
considerable customs preferences to all developinp, countries and, in addition, 
imports of goods from the 35 least developed countries had been exempted from import 
duties. IIis country maintained trade and economic relations uith more than 80 
d2veloping countries and had concluded long-term agreements for trade, economic, 
scientific and technological co-operation vrith many of thPm. 

75. \Jithin the scope of its capabilities, Bult;aria rendPred assistance to developing 
countries in thP fields of industrialization 5 energy 5 transport, housing, natural 
resources, health care, education, traininc;, and so on. In the last 20 years, the 
value of scholarships granted by his Government for the training of experts from 
developing countries in Bulgarian educational establishments had amounted to more 
than ,,'100 million, uhile the amount of credits had exceeded '~1 billion. 'l'hose 
measures 11ere entirely in accordance vith the policies approved by the Eleventh 
Congress of the Bulgarian Com~unist Party. 

7G. In the process of thP restructuring of international economic relations, 
Bulc;aria was also maldng efforts to find a just solution to some economic and 
trade ;1roblems in its relations uith the developed marl;:et~econorny countries. In 
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accordance <:Ii th the recommendations of the Helsinki Conference, it had taken step:3 

to facilitate busin<';ss contacts, to improve the exchange of information, to expand 

industrial co-operation and to implement joint projects. In that connexion, his 

delegation regarded as anachronistic the attempts made by certain circles to 

minimize East-West trade and economic relations, to raise administrative and 

technical obstacles, to intensifY protectionist measures and to enunciate a new 

theory of discrimination following the defeat of the old art:wments of an openly 

political nature. Bulgaria was opposed to all forms of discrimination and any 

restrictions in international trade, and favoured the development of such trade on 

an equitable and mutually beneficial basis, in accordance with the principles of 

the nevr international economic order. 

11. rir. ABDALLAH (Lityan ArRb Jamahiriya) said that the international situation was 

far from satisfactory, uith continued inflation, unemployment and lmr grm1th rates. 

Hunger and the extremely difficult living conditions of millions of people demanded 

urgent action. That situation i>Tas the result of an economic system based on 

exploitation, -vrith the developed countries taldng decisions behind the backs of the 

developing countries, 1v-hich were the ones that suffered the consequences. In order 

to achieve the new international economic order, colonialism, neo-colonialism and 

zionism must be vanquished. 

78. 'I'he objectives of the International Development Strategy had not been achieved. 

The grmrth of the gross national product of developing countries, vrhich had been 

expected to be 6 per cent annually, had only reached 5.2 per cent. Agricultural 

grmrth had only been 2.6 per cent. The responsibility for that failure rested 

primarily with the developed countries, i·Thich had not fulfilled their commitment .L ,, 

allocate 7 per cent of their gross national product to official development 

assistance. Protectionist measures by the developed countries, which restricted 

the access of products of developing countries to their markets, had been another 

adverse influence. The volume of international trade; and of exports from developing 

countries had declined. A stable monetary system in which all countries 

participated must be established to replace the existing system, vrhich was dominated 

by some countries. no progress had been made in the l·Jorth-South dialogue because 

of the lack of ·political >vill on the part of countries which did not i•Tish to change 

the present economic system. 

79. Since the changes in oil prices in 1973, the monopolist countries had been 

carrying on a campaign against the Organization of Petroleum Export Countries. The 

\·!estern media had presented the OPEC countries as being responsible for the crisis, 

ivith the aim of diverting attention from the need to establish the new internation.al 

economic order. The OPEC countries only sought to exercise contro.l over their m.-n 

resources by changing the practice vrhereby oil prices vrere fixed in the importing 

countries. Petroleum Has a non-reneHablP commodity which both producers and 

consumers must conserve until neH sources of energy were found. It was unreasonable 

that 5 per cent of the Horld 1 s population should consume 30 per cent of the petroleum 

produced, 1.1hile other countries suffered severe deprivation. The -1-lestern media 

presented the OPEC countries as the main culprits in the vrorld energy cr1s1s. 

1·Tothing was further from the truth; the OPEC countries did not accept those 

accusations; they vrere making the greatest efforts to find a solution to the 

situation, and it uas not they but the major consumers -vrho had created that 

situation. 
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80. Those most affected by the energy crisis were the oil-importing developing countries. In order to overcome the crisis, it would be necessary not only to set up study groups and reduce consmnption in the developed countries but also, and more crucially, to find new energy sources to meet the world's grovring needs. It must be borne in mind that in 1977 the OPEC countries, despite their efforts to hold down prices, had lost the equivalent of 03.7 billion as a result of fluctuations in the value of the dollar. Other countries had suffered a double blow, with foreign exchange outflows caused by international price increases coming on top of the international monetary crisis. The OPEC countries were striving to resolve the price problem. It should be pointed out that, for example, the price of oil in 1975 bad been equivalent in real terms to the 1974 price. 
81. There was another fact which showed the readiness of the OPEC countries to contribute to alleviating the international crisis: whereas assistance from the developed countries was steadily decreasing, aid given by the OPEC countries bad continally increased, amounting by 1978 to a substantial figure equal to 2 per cent of their total gross national product. The assistance was provided by agreement with the other developing countries, on terms of equality and mutual advantage. 
82. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya was not opposed to the energy problems being dealt with by the United Nations, but that should not be done in isolation. The subject should be considered together with other closely related matters. The issues of transfer of technology, energy, natural resources and international trade should be considered together, as the Group of 77 had proposed. 

83. The domination to which the developing countries were subjected had a number of harmful consequences for them. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya supported the principle of participation, which excluded exploitation or outside interference of any kind perpetrated by the developed countries against the developing countries. That principle had therefore been incorporated in its five-year plan, 1-rhich would promote the welfare of the people and their access to a decent life by promoting industrialization and economic growth, and would seek to maintain international relations on such a basis that exploitation was eliminated, mutual advantage fostered and national sovereignty respected. 

84. Mr. LANGLO (Norway) said that sustained growth in the economies of the industrialized countries had now given way to a period of uncertainty and recession. Even the most developed countries of the world were feeling the effects of that, which in turn had led to a worsening of the already difficult situation of the developing countries. His delegation, which at the preceding session, bad deplored the unacceptably slow pace of the negotiations on the new international economic order, noted that the situation was unchanged. At the same time, some positive developments had taken place, including the agreement on the Common Fund, the solutions reached during the fifth session of UNCTAD, the recent Vlorld Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development and the Conference on Science and Technology for Development, which had adopted a programme of action and decided on the establishment of an important fund. 
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85. However, it must be recognized that the results achieved had not led to any 

significant structural changes in the -vmrld economy, nor had they solved any of 

the fundamental problems in the relationship between the developed and the 

developing countries. Nevertheless, in that apparent situation of impasse, there 

had emerged new and constructive ideas which it was to be hoped would give impetus 

to the North-South dialogue and also lead to structural changes in the world 

economy. He had in mind in particular the proposal of the Group of 77 for a round 

of global negotiations, the proposals emerging from the Arusha and Havana 

Conferences for substantially increased co-operation among developing countries, 

and the global energy plan proposed by the President of Mexico. 

86. In his statement to the General Assembly, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of 

Norway had given full support to the proposal put forward by the Group of 77 in the 

Committee of the I>Jhole for a global round of negotiations on energy, monetary 

development finance and trade questions. Norway supported the principle that such 

global negotiations, which must be thoroughly prepared, should be conducted within 

the framework of the United Natior:s and be open to all countries. It was also 

important to make use of existing organs of co-operation and avoid disrupting 

ongoing negotiations. 

87. His delegation concurred with the Yugoslav delegation's proposal that the 

special session of the General Assembly should be held by the end of August 1980 at 

the latest, and that the work of the Preparatory Committee for the New International 

Development Strategy and the Committee of the Whole should be subordinated to 

that end. It was regrettable that the International Development Strategy for the 

Second Development Decade had not been implemented, and it was imperative that the 

new Strategy should be effective and action-oriented. It should be ready for 

consideration at the special session of the General Assembly, and Nonvay would 

participate constructively in its formulation. 

88. The objectives of the new Strategy should be framed in line with those of the 

new international economic order, and it should cover both domestic and 

international aspects of development and also aspects related to necessary changes 

in developed and developing countries. It was imperative that certain commitments 

should be expressed in quantitative targets to be attained within specified limits. 

89. The Government of Norway had taken note of the views expressed on various 

occasions by the developing countries with respect to collective self-reliance. It 

welcomed those efforts and agreed that a further strengthening of co-operation among 

developing countries would not only contribute to global development but would also 

enable them to have a greater impact in international economic negotiations. 

90. He would like to dwell briefly on the social dimension of development. No 

resource was more valuable than people, and economic growth would enable all 

countries to ensure increased employment opportunities and through those, in turn, 

to fulfil human needs. Norway therefore emphasized the need for a unified approach 

to development. Another aspect to be taken into account in the development process 

was the integration of women. By limiting their participation, societies deprived 

I ... 
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themselves of a major contribution. Women played an important economic role at 
both the national and the local levels as well as ln the household, although 
their productive role was easily overlook. 

91. Official development assistance must remain in the future a centre-piece of the system of capital flows to developing countries. In that connexion, it was 
imperative to reverse the present low and stagnating flow of concessional resources. At the same time, measures should be taken to improve the quality of aid, such as 
increased use of grants and the untying of bilateral assistance. Comprehensive 
solutions must also be sought to the problem of securing long-term financing of 
both multilateral and bilateral concessional flows. 

92. Hhere United Nations operational activities for development were concerned, 
Norway favoured the adoption of a system of multi-year commitments similar to the 
system now used for the International Development Association, but adapted to 
the special needs of the United Nations system. In that connexion, his delegation welcomed the initiative taken by the Governing Council of UNDP to convene early 
in 1980 a working group which would study the question of multi-year commitments. 
The agreement reached at the Conference on Science and Technology for Development 
to explore further the possibilities of assured long-term financing was also 
encouraging. 

93. The great unused capacities and millions of unemployed in the industrialized 
market-economy countries were a paradox and a sign of deficiency in the existing 
international economic order, while on the other hand there were vast unfulfilled 
requirements for investment and consumption in developing countries. Bearing in 
mind also that there was a surplus of disposable savings within the monetary system, an injection of additional liquidity into the developing countries, and 
thereby an increase in their purchasing power, wculd not only be an effective way of meeting their pressing needs for faster economic development but would also 
give a stimulus to the world economy. The adoption of measures that could 
contribute to the mobilization of private financial resources for investment in 
developing countries would also contribute substantially to the same goals. 

The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m. 




